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Sogeti launches free iOS and Android software 
testing lifecycle app: TMap® Life Cycle  

 
– New free mobile app places more than 25 years of software testing and 
Quality Assurance expertise into the hands of Sogeti customers 
 

Paris, France, 26 January, 2012 – Sogeti, a leading provider of professional 
technology services, specializing in Application Management, Infrastructure 
Management, High-Tech Engineering and Testing, has launched a new free app 
for iOS and Android - the TMap® Life Cycle. 

Sogeti’s TMap® is the world-leading methodology for structured risk-
based software testing. An essential element of TMap® is the lifecycle, covering 
the key steps in testing strategy and execution, in the end to end process to 
achieving robust business-critical applications.  

Sogeti’s TMap® Life Cycle app provides this mobile-based framework with just a 
few clicks to a Smart phone or tablet - to guide software testers through the 
software testing lifecycle, from planning, infrastructure, control and all stages of 
a software testing project’s critical paths. Using TMap®’s defined structured 
framework for end-to-end test process, this app helps testing professionals track 
the progress of their projects and enable the earlier identification of defects, 
consistent reduction of timelines by at least 30 percent and lower overall costs. 

The new app is available now in the Android marketplace and App Store. It is 
compatible with Android mobile devices as well as Apple’s iPhone, iPod Touch 
and iPads. It provides users with free downloads to support the TMap® process, 
including checklists and templates. The app also includes videos explaining test 
design techniques, product risk analysis and methods to determine test strategy, 
as well as links to software testing resources such as eBooks and white papers. 

Nijs Blokland, VP, Global Service Line Testing for Sogeti explains: “TMap® is a 
sophisticated, proven and trusted software test management methodology, 
relied upon by tens of thousands of software testers across the globe for 
structured risk-based testing. At Sogeti we want to make structured software 
testing and quality assurance methods easily available to professional testers, so 
it was a logical extension for us to build and share this free app.”  

Andrea van den Bosch, Functional Application Manager SR Leven at early-
adopter Dutch Insurance company De Goudse Verzekeringen, adds: “The TMap® 
Life Cycle app is a really smooth-running app that’s a great addition to the TMap 
NEXT® book. It’s very helpful and practical to always have the necessary 
information in your hand. Long story short:a great app that Sogeti can be proud 
of!”.  

To download this free app, go to the App Store or Android Market, and search for 
TMap® Life Cycle. 
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About TMap® 

TMap® (Test Management Approach) is Sogeti’s business-driven, risk-based 
methodology for structured software testing, relevant to organizations of all  
sizes and vertical markets. An adaptive method, suitable for all test situations  
in development environments, including new development, maintenance, 
waterfall/iterative/agile development, customized or packaged software, TMap® 
addresses the key issues of quality, time and cost across the development 
lifecycle. The app describes different phases of the TMap® lifecycle. 

About Sogeti  
Sogeti is a leading provider of professional technology services, specializing in 
Application Management, Infrastructure Management, High-Tech Engineering 
and Testing. Working closely with its clients, Sogeti enables them to leverage 
technological innovation and achieve maximum results. Sogeti brings together 
more than 20,000 professionals in 15 countries and is present in over 100 
locations in Europe, the US and India. Sogeti is a wholly-owned subsidiary of  
Cap Gemini S.A., listed on the Paris Stock Exchange.  

Sogeti, together with Capgemini, has developed innovative, business-driven 
quality assurance (QA) and testing services, combining best-in-breed testing 
methodologies (TMap® and TPI®) and the global delivery model, Rightshore®,  
to help organizations achieve their testing and QA goals. Sogeti and Capgemini 
have created one of the largest dedicated testing practices in the world, with 
over 8,200 test professionals and a further 12,500 application specialists, 
notably through a common center of excellence with testing specialists 
developed in India.  

For more information, please visit: 
www.sogeti.com/testing 

TMap®, TMap NEXT®, TPI® and TPI NEXT® are registered trademarks of Sogeti. 

Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini. 
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